Text-mining analysis of mHealth research
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Abstract: In recent years, because of the advancements in communication and networking technologies, mobile technologies have been developing at an unprecedented rate. mHealth, the use of mobile technologies in medicine, and the related research has also surged parallel to these technological advancements. Although there have been several attempts to review mHealth research through manual processes such as systematic reviews, the sheer magnitude of the number of studies published in recent years makes this task very challenging. The most recent developments in machine learning and text mining offer some potential solutions to address this challenge by allowing analyses of large volumes of texts through semi-automated processes. The objective of this study is to analyze the evolution of mHealth research by utilizing text-mining and natural language processing (NLP) analyses. The study sample included abstracts of 5,644 mHealth research articles, which were gathered from five academic search engines by using search terms such as mobile health, and mHealth. The analysis used the Text Explorer module of JMP Pro 13 and an iterative semi-automated process involving tokenizing, phrasing, and terming. After developing the document term matrix (DTM) analyses such as single value decomposition (SVD), topic, and hierarchical document clustering were performed, along with the topic-informed document clustering approach. The results were presented in the form of word-clouds and trend analyses. There were several major findings regarding research clusters and trends. First, our results confirmed time-dependent nature of terminology use in mHealth research. For example, in earlier versus recent years the use of terminology changed from “mobile phone” to “smartphone” and from “applications” to “apps”. Second, ten clusters for mHealth research were identified including (I) Clinical Research on Lifestyle Management, (II) Community Health, (III) Literature Review, (IV) Medical Interventions, (V) Research Design, (VI) Infrastructure, (VII) Applications, (VIII) Research and Innovation in Health Technologies, (IX) Sensor-based Devices and Measurement Algorithms, (X) Survey-based Research. Third, the trend analyses indicated the infrastructure cluster as the highest percentage researched area until 2014. The Research and Innovation in Health Technologies cluster experienced the largest increase in numbers of publications in recent years, especially after 2014. This study is unique because it is the only known study utilizing text-mining analyses to reveal the streams and trends for mHealth research. The fast growth in mobile technologies is expected to lead to higher numbers of studies focusing on mHealth and its implications for various healthcare outcomes. Findings of this study can be utilized by researchers in identifying areas for future studies.
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Introduction

Decades of technological developments, especially within the last ten years, brought the term mobile health or mHealth into the healthcare domain. mHealth refers to the use of mobile technologies such as smart phones and tablets to provide medical or health-related services. These technologies work through mobile networks and interfaces such as apps that not only enable communication between clinicians and patients but also provide a platform to the patients for self-care (1,2). Identification of mHealth as the long awaited technological panacea for challenges of U.S. healthcare by the former U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services Kathleen Sibelius (3) may be understated when one considers the unprecedented growth rate of smart phones and internet usage in the emerging and developing countries. According to the PEW Research Centers’ report, compared to 87% [2015] in the 11 advanced economies, the use of the internet at least occasionally or owning a smart phone in the emerging and developing countries jumped from 45% in 2013 to 54% in 2015 (4). Therefore, evidenced by this growth rate, mHealth may have the potential to be a technological panacea for many challenges of healthcare accessibility around the world.

Along with the mobile technologies, the research on mHealth is also growing and evolving rapidly (5). As evidenced by multiple systematic reviews, mHealth has been explored as a remedy to address various infrastructure, geographic, or disease-specific challenges such as public health surveillance in Sub-Saharan Africa (6), healthy aging in developed countries (7), health promotion and primary prevention among older adults (8), maternal health in low income countries (9), management of tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, and chronic diseases (10,11), interventions for heart-failure, cardiovascular health care, oncology, and medication adherence (12-15).

Besides the aforementioned systematic reviews that focus on implications of mHealth on a particular disease, patient population, or geographical location, there are also systematic reviews that attempt to summarize the overall mHealth research (5) or develop an ontology for mHealth (16). For example, Ali et al. (2016) started their systematic review with 3277 articles indexed in PubMed and subsequently reviewed 515 articles that met their inclusion criteria. Their review highlighted the evolution of mHealth research resulting from changes in the deployment of mobile technologies from PDAs (before 2007) to mobile phones [2007 to 2012] and more recently [2013 and 2014] to smartphones and tablets. In another study, Cameron et al. (2017) developed an ontological framework for mHealth and applied the framework into 364 articles from 2014 by coding them into the five ontological dimensions including structure, function, semiotics, stakeholders, and outcomes.

Although existing review studies provide some information about the evolution of mHealth research, they either are too specific to a patient population, disease, and geographical location or rely upon manual categorization of large numbers of studies into subject areas, themes, and ontologies. Moreover, categorizing large numbers of disparate studies from a rapidly growing subject area such as mHealth into systematic reviews and interpreting the results in a logical way can be very challenging. It is also possible that manual categorization of studies into major subject areas or ontologies could be prone to various biases. However, recent developments in data mining technologies, particularly text mining techniques, can address these inherent problems in big and unstructured documents by providing means to reveal underlying patterns and trends through automated or semi-automated categorizations (17). Therefore, the overall aim of this study is to reveal the major subject areas of mHealth research and summarize the evolution and trends within the last ten years.

In this study, building on Delen and Crossland’s [2008] work, we utilized semi-automated text categorizations to classify research abstracts into major subject categories, and clusters. We also took publication years into consideration to reveal the research trends over time for each major subject category.

Methods

This study loosely follows the text mining process that is a derivative of Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) as described by Miner et al. (18). CRISP-DM is an iterative process, consisting of the following steps: (I) determining the purpose of the study, (II) exploring the availability and the nature of the data, (III) preparing the data, (IV) deploying and assessing the model, (V) evaluating the findings, and (VI) deploying the results. Depending on the project, steps (III) and (IV) of CRISP-DM would have significant differences, hence the rest of the methods section will focus there.

Phase 1: document search and establishment of corpus

In text mining, a corpus refers to a collection of documents
To be analyzed (18). To create a corpus for this work, we identified five databases to search for mHealth research articles: SCOPUS, PubMed, IEEE Xplore, ABI/Inform, and ACM-DL. SCOPUS returned the largest number of publications, followed by PubMed; however, we included the other databases to be able to capture mHealth research produced by non-healthcare disciplines as well. Databases have different search engine options; Table 1 summarizes advanced search options used for each.

In PubMed, searching MeSH terms was considered but declined because MeSH terms ‘mHealth’ and ‘telemedicine’ belong to the same concept, and abstract search already included author keywords (19,20). Inclusion of other publication types in PubMed did not make a significant difference. In IEEE Xplore, searching with the “metadata only” option includes searches in abstract, title text, and indexing terms, and metadata is a combined field that allows searching the Author Keywords, IEEE Terms, INSPEC Terms, and Mesh Terms (21). Therefore, in IEEE Xplore, we sufficed searching only in metadata.

We initially performed a pilot search in SCOPUS, which returned 7,396 records for the original query. We realized that “Mobile Health Unit” was frequently used as a keyword in earlier years. Out of 2,304 records that had this keyword, only 556 were published after 2008. In contrast, when “mHealth” was searched alone, out of 2,622 records, only 13 were published before 2008. Manual examination of about 50 of the 2,304 records also indicated that they were not related to mHealth. Therefore, we decided to change the query to be: (“mHealth” OR “m-Health” OR “mobile health” OR “mobile-health”) AND NOT “Mobile Health Units”. This modified search criterion was used for all databases resulting in a total of 10,079 records. Distribution of these records per database is shown in Figure 1. The results of each database search were exported in RIS format (including abstracts) to be imported into EndNote reference management tool. ACM-DL had only a plain text file export option for EndNote that could not export the abstracts.

Duplicate document identification and exclusions. Once all records were imported and merged in EndNote, we considered using the duplicate identification function of EndNote to exclude duplicate records. However, we concluded that manual review and removal was not feasible due to the large number of records, and EndNote’s automatic duplicate removal is not flexible enough. We wanted to control which data elements were considered for duplicate identification and to remove the duplicate records from the database with the smaller number of records, so that we could keep the records as consistent as possible. Therefore, we exported merged records from EndNote, imported them into Excel, and assigned each record a unique ID number. We created a new EndNote output style based on EndNote’s tab-delimited style and modified data to reformat author delimiters, so that data could be appropriately exported into Excel (22). Once the “Reference Type”, “Type of Work”, “Author”, “Year”, “Title”, “Keywords”, “Abstract”, “Source Database”, and “Secondary Title” (storing journal name) data elements were imported into Excel, we initially considered identifying duplicates based on both title and year; however, using only title was found to be more reliable, as different databases may report the same record in different years. A total of 3,703 duplicate records were removed by using the following steps: (I) 36 records that had the same title 4 to 8 times were manually examined and removed; (II) 596 duplicate records from ACM-DL were removed since ACM-DL could not export abstracts; (III) 88 duplicate records from ABI/Inform were removed; (IV) 6 duplicate records manually identified as lacking an abstract were removed from SCOPUS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Search in</th>
<th>Publication type</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCOPUS</td>
<td>Title, abstract, keyword</td>
<td>Article, Conference Paper, Review, Book Chapter, Article in Press, Conference Review</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMed</td>
<td>Title/abstract</td>
<td>Journal article, congresses</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Xplore</td>
<td>Metadata only</td>
<td>Conference Publications, Journals &amp; Magazines, Early Access Articles, Books &amp; eBooks</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM-DL</td>
<td>Title, abstract, author keyword</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Database search options
because their duplicates from another source included an abstract; (V) 919 and 1,867 duplicate records were removed from IEEE Xplore and PubMed, respectively; (VI) The remaining 376 duplicate/triplicate records were manually reviewed and 191 were removed, preferring journal publications over conference publications, and records with fewer missing data elements or more accurate information. Furthermore, records with missing author information were examined and 147 were removed for one of three reasons: (I) 83 had “Type of Work” as “Conference Review”; (II) 34 had “Reference Type” as “Conference Proceedings” or “Book/book section” and were referred as title, table of contents, index, appendix, or introduction pages; and (III) 30 were journal articles with missing author information.

Title, abstract, and keywords data elements were considered for inclusion in the text mining analysis. However, only abstract was included, because the abstract usually includes all terms in the title and keywords. Therefore, from the remaining 6,229 records, 432 (191 ACM-DL, 142 SCOPUS, 93 PubMed, 6 ABI/Inform) records that were missing abstract information were removed. Based on reading the abstracts, we recognized that the “mobile health” concept in older articles was used in the context of delivering healthcare in a mobile setting, such as a specially-fitted vehicle, and not in the current context of mobile technologies. Considering the use of mHealth concept today and manually examining a sample of older articles, 140 records published from 1968 to 2001 were also excluded, bringing the data set to 5,657 records (4,668 SCOPUS, 818 PubMed, 254 IEEE Xplore, 57 ABI/Inform) to be included in the analysis. The process of elimination of duplicate documents and other exclusions is summarized in Figure 1.

**Phase 2: generating and curating the terms list**

Text mining was performed using the Text Explorer module of JMP Pro (23). Throughout this paper, whenever a particular function of JMP Text Explorer is used, we denoted it by capitalizing the first letter of each word.

The Excel file obtained at the end of document exclusion process was imported into JMP and an iterative process of curation and analysis (each informing the other) of a terms list was performed as described in JMP documentation (24). The curation process of terms list itself is iterative and summarized in Figure 2.

The terminology used to describe these text mining processes is provided in Table 2, which along with description of a particular text mining process, illustrates its application in this study by showing the effects of the process on an example phrase or by describing study-specific use. During tokenizing, the entire corpus is converted into lower-case, tokenizing rules are applied to break text into tokens and determine which tokens are included for each record, and re-coding rules are applied to the tokens list to group indicated tokens together. During phrasing, the entire corpus is searched for number of tokens that are used as a group. During terming, JMP Text Explorer creates an initial terms list from tokens along with their frequencies by excluding tokens based on minimum
and maximum length limits and stop words and applying stemming rules. Additionally, it displays a phrase list along with their frequencies, allowing users to add phrases from it into the terms list. As a phrase is added to the terms list, stemming rules are applied to the tokens that make up the phrase and the token term frequencies are updated to avoid duplicate counting.

This study included only the abstracts to establish the corpus, considering each publication’s abstract as a document. In JMP Text Explorer, the following are
identified as optimal by trying various options and reviewing the resulting term and phrase lists: English for language, “Stem for Combining” for stemming, custom regex (Regular Expression) for tokenizing, 3 to 50 for the range of number of characters per token, and the default 4 for the maximum number of words per phrase. We found the default regex options in the JMP Text Explorer to be very effective and used them as a basis: all default regex syntax, except the “Words” pattern, which were kept as is and their results were set to be ignored. The “Words” regex syntax was modified to include hyphen as an allowed embedded character, when used in between two regular words: `/\[\w]+\[\w-]\[\w]+\]/\`.

The Text Explorer user interface, which displays dynamic lists of terms and identified phrases and allows users to indicate stop words, phrases to be included in the terms list, token level recoding and stemming rules, and exceptions for built-in stems, phrases, and stop words, was used to perform the terms list curation process. The following actions, taken to finalize the curation process, were implemented iteratively as each decision made at a given step affects other parts of both the curation and the analysis: (I) We manually reviewed every phrase with a frequency of at least 10 and included those that made contextual sense for this study. We also identified phrase exceptions, to avoid double counting a phrase and its abbreviation. For example, since ‘electronic health record’ was added to the terms list as a phrase, ‘electronic health record ehr’ was added to the phrase exception list. (II) We manually reviewed every term with a frequency of at least 18, and added tokens into the stop words list not contextually valuable for our study. These stop words included verbs, prepositions, conjunctions, journal abbreviations, etc. We added stem exceptions to differentiate tokens. For example, to ensure ‘aids’ was not stemmed into ‘aid,’ or ‘careful’ was not stemmed into ‘care.’ We also re-coded some tokens to group them together and to be able to indicate synonyms.

**Phase 3: analyzing the terms list**

In the analyses stage, a bag of words approach based on the term counts was utilized. After achieving the curated term list through tokenizing, phasing, and terming (Figure 2), analyses were performed on the Document Term Matrix (DTM) based upon the curated terms list. In the DTM, rows represent the documents, columns represent the terms, and each cell represents a value of analysis based on the weighting option. JMP provides five different weighting options: binary, ternary, frequency, log frequency, and TF/IDF (term frequency into inverse document). We used TF/IDF, the most commonly used weighting option, since it normalizes the raw indices and reduces the potential bias that may arise when only frequencies are used (17, 18). Due to DTM’s large and rather sparse (many zeroes) nature, dimension reduction in DTM is a necessary step before attempting to reveal existing patterns in the unstructured data. We utilized Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), a technique similar to principle component analysis that focuses on dimension reduction through Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD represents the matrix as a series of linear approximations to reveal underlying meanings (17). LSA captures connections among different words with similar meanings or topic areas (24). During this step, we determined the number of singular vectors as 14 and minimum term frequencies as 18 through iterative processes. To achieve our main goal of identifying document clusters indicative of the underlying research themes by using TF/IDF values of the terms they contain, we utilized several analyses.

First, we deployed the straightforward Cluster Documents method, a hierarchical clustering of the documents. However, despite our multiple and iterative efforts, term groups for the generated document clusters were not distinct enough, making it difficult to name the resulting document clusters. There is a feature in other text mining tools, such as SAS Text Miner, that displays term groups for each document cluster automatically. However, we had to do this task manually in JMP Text Explorer by saving TF/IDF values into the data table in DTM format, along with the cluster assignment for each document. We then used this information to generate term groups for each document cluster by selecting 30 terms with highest aggregated TF/IDF values within each cluster.

Although Cluster Documents analysis had limitations, we found it to be useful in identifying outliers by examining the clusters with a proportionally very small number of documents. This led us to identify a few documents that were not related to mHealth and a few duplicates that were missed in earlier stages due to minor spelling variations in their titles. As a result, we excluded 13 additional documents that reduced our final sample to 5,644 documents. Secondly, the limitation in Cluster Documents analysis led us to use Topic Analysis (TA), an option similar to factor analysis that performs orthogonal varimax rotation on the SVD of the DTM (24). The results of TA are displayed on the Topic Words report, which exhibited 15 to 20 terms with
the highest topic scores in each topic. Again, through iterative review of the Topic Words report, we determined the numbers of topics as ten. Since our focus is on the document clusters, not the topics, we used the results of TA to generate topic-informed document clustering. JMP Text Explorer does not have a feature to save the assigned topic-informed document cluster for each document the way it saves the assigned document cluster. Therefore, we used Save Document Topic Vectors to save the topic scores for each document, based on which we calculated the assigned topic-informed document clusters. Then, we used the same method described in the previous paragraph to generate term groups of each topic-informed document cluster. Finally, we exported thirty terms with the highest TF/IDF scores from each of the ten clusters into R statistical package to create their word clouds.

**Results**

We used the Display Word Cloud option in JMP Text Explorer to generate Figure 3, which exhibits the word cloud of the entire corpus based on the frequency of terms and the changes in the use of terms over years. A term’s font size is larger as its frequency is higher. The terms with higher frequencies in the earlier years are shown in blue colors, whereas the ones with higher frequencies in recent years are shown in red colors. For example, the blue color of the term “applications” indicates more frequent usage of the term earlier, whereas the red color of “app.” indicates more dominant usage of it in recent years.

*Figure 3* Word cloud of the entire corpus based on frequency emphasizing changes in use of terms over the years.

Cluster 1 (C-1): clinical research and lifestyle management

The most frequently appeared terms in C-1 includes: participants, intervention, and physical activity. Clinical research was identified as one of themes for this cluster of studies based on the frequently appearing terms such as participants, intervention, control group, intervention group, and trial. Lifestyle management was identified as another important theme based on the frequently appearing terms such as physical activity, behaviors, exercise, diet, adherence, weight loss, body mass index, and obesity. Overall, the terms in this cluster suggest that there is a stream of mHealth research focusing on clinical areas and investigating implications of mHealth on lifestyle management choices and activities.

Cluster 2 (C-2): community health

The most frequently appeared terms in C-2 includes: children, women, and short-messaging services. Some other frequently appearing words such as community vaccination, intervention, services, pregnancy, health worker, maternity, rural, HIV, children and women services (chws), care, access, and clinic suggest a cluster of research around community and public health. The research in C-2 focuses on investigating the implications of mHealth interventions on various community health related outcomes.

Cluster 3 (C-3): literature review

The most frequently appeared terms in C-3 are search, review, systematic review and intervention. Additionally,
Figure 4  Document clusters based on topic assignments: (A) clinical research on lifestyle management; (B) community health; (C) literature review; (D) medical interventions; (E) research design; (F) infrastructure; (G) applications; (H) research and innovation in health technologies; (I) sensor based devices and measurement algorithms; (J) survey based research.
some other terms such as Cochrane, PubMed, database, meta-analysis and literature suggest that there is a stream of research focusing on reviewing the literature and summarizing implications of mHealth interventions on various healthcare outcomes.

Cluster 4 (C-4): medical interventions

The most frequently surfaced terms in C-4 are symptom, medication, and treatment. These terms combined with terms such as adherence, diagnosis, therapy, follow-up, physician, evaluation, and assess suggest that there is a cluster of research focusing on the use of mHealth in various medical interventions and treatments. Some other frequently appeared terms such as hypertension, pain, surgery, and stroke highlight the medical conditions to which mHealth interventions were applied. The terms medication adherence, adherence, and self-management indicate studies examining the effects of mHealth interventions on medication adherence and self-management of medication regimens or on the processes and outcomes in general.

Cluster 5 (C-5): research design

The most frequently surfaced terms in C-5 are participants and apps. These terms taken together with the others such as design, focus group, intervention, content, and messaging suggest that mHealth research in this cluster mainly explores various methods and designs applied in studies. Some other frequent, yet less noticeable, terms such as youth, adolescent, user, program, support, and content specify study participants and potential processes and programs that are used to implement these programs to influence certain behaviors or outcomes.

Cluster 6 (C-6): infrastructure

The most frequently surfaced terms in C-6 are secure and network. Other terms such as applications, wireless, data, communications, wireless body area network (wban), service delivery, cloud, platform, mobile devices, sensor, architecture, and scheme suggest this cluster of mHealth research focusing on infrastructural issues. The frequent use of some other terms such as privacy, enable, solution, scenario, efficient and requirements suggest that the infrastructural issues related to mHealth are generally used within a context of finding solutions, developing scenarios and enabling privacy.

Cluster 7 (C-7): applications

Having the most frequently surfaced term “app”, C-7 is the cluster most distinguished from all other clusters. This finding suggests that there is an important cluster of mHealth research exploring various apps and their implications on health. This finding is supported by other less conspicuous terms within C-7 such as mHealth app, health app, download, Android, Apple, app store, features, and functionalities. Some of the action terms such as assess, evaluate, developed, search, score, calculate and categorize indicate that these apps are used as health interventions in various research contexts and their implications are evaluated or assessed.

Cluster 8 (C-8): research and innovation in health technologies

The most frequently surfaced terms in C-8 are mHealth, technology, healthcare, and research. Additionally, terms such as information and communication technologies, applications, and advancement suggest that C-8 focuses on innovative technologies in healthcare research. C-8 is the only cluster that eHealth appeared in, along with mHealth. Other terms such as challenge, development, adoption, implement, focus, context, global, and support indicates the context for the mHealth research for this cluster.

Cluster 9 (C-9): sensor based devices and measurement algorithms

The most frequently appeared terms in C-9 are detect, algorithm, sensor, and accuracy. There are also specific terms indicating device types such as electrocardiograph, monitor, and smartphone. Additional terms such as heart rate, predict, classify, record, estimate, measure, and analyses suggest C-9 focuses on use of sensor based devices, measurement algorithms, and predictive analyses.

Cluster 10 (C-10): survey based research

The most frequently appeared terms in C-10 were survey and participants. Other terms such as questionnaire, respond, participation, complete, age, user, and report suggest that C-10 studies utilize surveys or questionnaires to collect data by targeting various segments of populations.
such as caregivers, and women.

Figure 5 exhibits the research trends by number of documents for each of the above-mentioned ten clusters. The increasing research trend for all ten clusters, with the exception of the survey based research cluster (C-10), suggests the momentum that mHealth research has gained in recent years. Among others, the research and innovation in health technologies cluster (C-8) exhibits the most articles with a continuously increasing trend, especially after year 2012. Despite having the highest article counts in 2013 and 2014, the sensor based devices and measurement algorithms cluster (C-9) exhibits a notable dip in 2015.

Figure 6 displays cluster research trends by ratio percentages. The majority of research trends exhibits similar patterns with an exception of the infrastructure cluster (C-6). Even though the infrastructure cluster starts around 20% in 2002 like others, it later exhibits a steep jump to over 65% in 2003, and then displays an intermittent decline.

Discussion

There are several interesting points from our results that emerge when the counts and ratios of each cluster across years in Figures 5, 6 are interpreted along with the findings in the word clouds in Figure 4.

First, as observed in Figures 4-6, mHealth research focusing on infrastructure (C-6) has been the most investigated cluster starting from 2003 through 2014 in terms of both count and ratio. This was more prevalent during the earlier years; for example, between 2003 and 2006 more than 50% of all mHealth articles were classified under the infrastructure cluster (C-6). Interpretation of the terms in this cluster with its corresponding trends suggests the importance of infrastructure challenges such as availability of WBAN, wireless networks, security and privacy, and cloud platforms for mHealth research. To address infrastructural issues, studies explored various solutions, including extension of the local services offered by a Body Area Network (BAN) (25); providing secure access to electronic health records (EHR) via Regional Health Information Networks (RHINs) (26); and analyzing potential of 3G wireless networks in supporting m-health services (27,28). Obviously, since the introduction of first mobile phone in 1973 (5), infrastructure supporting mobile devices has advanced substantially. Given that the infrastructure cluster represents the backbone of mHealth research, we highly recommend sustained attention by researchers on this cluster.

Second, as it is observed in Figures 5, 6, there has been an accelerating research trend in the health technologies and innovation cluster (C-8), which is expected given the ever-accelerating developments in technologies that support mobile health innovations. The literature highlights the advancements in database computing, internet, biosensing, diagnostic, sensor, wireless, communication, and network technologies (29-33) as the enhancers of mHealth innovations and research. However, one should also consider the importance of diffusion of these technologies (34). As higher percentages of the population adopt and use mobile technologies, the mHealth research potential would also grow. Therefore, we believe that while investigating in the technology cluster, researchers should consider both technological advancement and adoption level.
Third, our text-mining analyses confirm the findings of an earlier systematic review (5) in regards to the evolution of mHealth research mirroring the developments in mobile devices and technologies. For example, Figure 3 shows that during earlier years of mHealth research, researchers used the terms mobile device or mobile phone, versus the term smartphones, which is used more frequently during more recent years.

Fourth, some of the ten clusters identified in our study exhibit resemblance to five ontological dimensions identified in a study reported earlier in 2017 by Cameron, Ramaprasad, and Syn (16) that utilized 364 articles. These five dimensions were Structure, Function, Semiotics, Stakeholders, and Outcome (16). From these ontological dimensions, the structure—defined as the structural elements of a mHealth system—exhibits a close similarity to our infrastructure cluster (C-6), where the same terms such as network, platform, applications, wireless, and devices were identified in structure/infrastructure groupings of both studies. Cameron et al. argued that the structure dimension is biased towards technologies such as applications and fails to address infrastructural issues such as network processes and policies (16). However, we did not observe this bias. On the contrary, in our infrastructure cluster the terms such as network and security were the most frequent. One potential reason for this difference is having separate clusters of application (C-7) and technology (C-8) in our study.

For the other ontological dimensions, it was harder to pinpoint similarities due to the inherent difference between their study and ours. They conceptually developed ontological dimensions and manually coded each study into these dimensions (16). Therefore, the original terms might have been masked during this manual process and coded into another term by the researchers. However, we utilized topic-informed document cluster analysis to reveal the existing patterns without making any terms. We recommend that a future study explore the similarities and differences between these two approaches by utilizing the manual coding sheets from the Cameron et al’s 2014 study and text mining results from our study. A more comprehensive road map for mHealth research can be generated by combining both approaches.

**Conclusions**

In this study, we explored the evolution of mHealth research by utilizing text-mining analyses of 5,644 manuscript abstracts. The main objective of the study was to understand the mHealth research trends and define a global perspective on the past, present, and future of mHealth research as an academic field. Our findings revealed ten clusters for mHealth research. The evolution of these clusters over the last 12 years suggests that mHealth research is expanding as the various underlying wireless, sensor, network, communication, and internet technologies advance. However, mHealth would be still considered at its infancy as an academic research field given the numbers of publications. More studies and use of combined methods are needed to develop a comprehensive ontological roadmap for mHealth research.
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